Wiring a coil for a 1968 buick 350

An engine coil is used to produce the high voltage needed to fire the spark plugs on an internal
combustion engine. Coils on older model cars -- or those made before -- were controlled by a
mechanical switch commonly called points. Later model cars have the coil controlled by engine
electronics. Most coils have three or four terminals. Two terminals power the primary coil and
the other terminal or terminals provide the high voltage from the secondary coil. The two
primary terminals are usually labeled positive and negative. Check the engine repair manual for
your make and model car before beginning work. Locate the positive coil wire, which runs from
the ignition switch to the positive terminal of the ignition coil. On later model cars, this wire may
run back to the car's computer or the ignition control module. Connect the positive coil wire to
the positive terminal of the ignition coil. Locate the negative coil wire. On most cars made
before , this wire connects to the points switch, which is located on the distributor. The
distributor connects all of the spark plug wires. Most newer cars do not have a points switch, so
that terminal is connected to ground or the negative terminal of the battery. On vehicles made
before , connect the points wire to the negative terminal of the coil. Plug one end of the high
voltage spark plug wire into the high voltage terminal on top of the coil. Plug the opposite end
into the center high voltage terminal of the distributor cap. William Kinsey lives in Concord, N.
He started writing articles in March , which have appeared on Autos. He also currently owns and
operates Sophisticated Curves, an online fashion mall that caters to the needs of plus size
women. Step 1 Check the engine repair manual for your make and model car before beginning
work. Step 2 Connect the positive coil wire to the positive terminal of the ignition coil. Wire
cutters Wire strippers Spark plug wires. Testing or checking an ignition coil can tell you a lot
about the health of your ignition system. Since the coil is the center of the system, it has to be
working right or the car will not run right. Testing the coil requires an ohms meter. If you do not
have one, you can buy one at a home center or building center that carries electrical supplies.
The procedure for testing the coil is the same for every ignition coil out there, but if your car has
coil packs, it may require a different procedure. Remove the wires from the positive and
negative terminals on the coil using a wrench to remove the nuts from the studs. Unplug the
coil wire that runs from the coil high tension terminal to the distributor and lay it aside. Place
one test lead from the ohms meter on the negative post and one on the positive post of the coil.
The reading should be between. If it is outside that range, the coil is defective. Place a lead from
the ohmmeter on either side terminal and one in the center high tension terminal. Read the
ohms off the meter. You are looking for to 10, ohms, and if the reading falls outside that range, it
indicates a defective coil. Reattach the wires to the positive and negative side terminals
followed by the retaining nuts for both sides. Tighten the nuts with a wrench. Plug the coil wire
back into the high tension terminal in the center of the coil. If the coil is outside the ranges here,
do not reinstall it. Instead, replace the coil right away. After many years of working in auto parts
and service positions, Killian decided to move into journalism full-time. He has been published
in "1st Responder News" as well as in other trade magazines and newspapers in the last few
years. Step 1 Remove the wires from the positive and negative terminals on the coil using a
wrench to remove the nuts from the studs. Step 2 Place one test lead from the ohms meter on
the negative post and one on the positive post of the coil. Step 3 Place a lead from the
ohmmeter on either side terminal and one in the center high tension terminal. References
Freeengineinfo. Socket set Wrench set Ohms meter. The Buick GS, especially in Stage 1 trim,
was one of the muscle car era's true sleepers. The Buick beat the big bad Hemi and triggered a
landslide shift in the way folks remember the GS But what about the Buick GS? If MCR helped
put its big brother on the map, can we help shine some light on the unheralded 32 years later?
Key details specific to the include the nearly half-inch-shorter deck height Inside, the 3. And
let's remember the Buick is not related to the ci V-8s used in Chevy, Oldsmobile, or Pontiac
applications. The Buick is the only one with a front-mounted distributor. The rest are rear
mounted. Could the Buick be worthy of consideration for a fun street performance build? We
went to R. Auto Machine to learn more about the 's little brother and to see if it could deliver
impressive dyno numbers with modest hop-up tricks. In this story, a basic low-compression
two-barrel , which GM rated at a mere hp using the "net" testing system, is perked up with
typical hot rodding goodies and techniques. Close Ad. Steve Magnante Author. Share on
Facebook Share on Twitter. Rollings Automotive intern Kenny Scheer rotates a small-block
Chevy's harmonic balancer to the shop's recommended first fire-up position. To aid starting on
a newly installed engine, it's better to over-advance the initial timing. Photo: Rollings
Automotive. I recently acquired a Chevy truck with what is probably a replacement motor. It had
sat a long time and was in unknown condition. I thought it might run if it could get fuel and
spark. I made sure it turned over freely, then discovered no spark. I replaced the coil, then the
distributor points, condenser, rotor, and cap. I've got good spark now at the points and 12 volts
to the coil and points area. I then lined up the zero mark on the balancer with the timing

pointerâ€”but the rotor points to between No. I thought about using a hex wrench with marks on
it or just have someone hand-crank the motor while I see if the tool comes up or goes down.
What do you think? Gerry Benson Via email. The source of a "cranks, but no start" problem on
your Chevy distributor install is most likely incorrect distributor alignment with the harmonic
balancer or a mismatched balancer and timing tab. But, for the benefit of our readers, with the
help of the full-service experts at Rollings Automotive, let's start simple and work our way up
the complexity tree. Engine getting fuel? Glaringly obvious, but since you didn't specifically
mention it, is the carburetor in fact receiving fuel? Is there fresh not stale fuel in the gas tank? Is
the mechanical fuel pump pumping? Is any fuel filter clogged? If fuel's reaching the carburetor,
what about the carb's float settings, choke settings, and idle-mixture adjustment? Norm
Rollings says a crude first "cowboy" check for all this is to squirt about 8 ounces of diesel
starting fluid into the top of the carburetor. Crank the engine while holding the throttle down
halfway which opens the choke and helps get air into the motor. If the engine fires for a moment
and then dies, you'll need to take a closer look at the fuel-supply system and carburetor
settings. Still running a points distributor? Be sure your GM starter solenoid has an "R" bypass
terminal arrow that supplies a full 12 volts to the coil only under cranking. In an old stock
harness, the yellow wire hooks up to this terminal. Photo: Tommy Lee Byrd. Proper voltage
under crank and run conditions? You say, "I'm getting 12 volts to the coil and points area. You
need to check voltage under cranking conditions. To avoid burning out the ignition points on an
old Chevy points system, there must be full battery voltage 12 volts under crank, but about 9.
When the "R" terminal wire isn't connected, there may not be enough voltage under crank to fire
the motor. Do not hook the old "R" bypass wire directly to the solenoid "S" terminal which is
also hot only during crank , because under Run, about 9. Ideally, run an older or universal-type
starter that still has an "R" terminal or equivalent bypass circuit. If you must run a starter
without an "R" terminal, replacing the stock bypass wire with a Powermaster diode wiring
harness PN will let you hook the cranking wire to the S terminal without adverse consequences.
In its day, Delco-Remy's window-cap distributor was an engineering breakthrough. The unique
breaker point design allows adjusting the points through a distributor cap window that provides
access to adjust the dwell angle using an Allen-head adjuster screw arrow while the engine is
running. Photo: Cardone. Ignition points properly gapped points distributor? Again, glaringly
obvious, but you need about 0. Set the gap by turning the engine over by hand until one of the
distributor shaft cam's 8 lobes has fully opened. If you can get the engine started, fine-tune your
initial points setting by turning the miniature Allen screw inside the cap's metal window to
degrees as read on a dwell meter. When the TDCC whistle goes off, remove it and insert a long
screwdriver. Slowly rotate the engine up by hand until the 'driver just stops movingâ€”this is
TDC firing, or close enough to it for government work. Turn the engine back counterclockwise
the other way 16 degrees. If you have a good balancer and a matching "correct" timing tab, at
this point the balancer's "zero" mark should align with degrees BTDC on the tab. Photos:
Rollings Automotive. Distributor rotor correctly oriented? The rotor tip should point to the No.
Initial timing doesn't have to be super-accurate for getting an engine to startâ€”but right at TDC
zero mark is too retarded; "late timing" makes for a hard or impossible to start engine. Loosen
the distributor bracket's hold-down nut and twist the distributor body so the rotor aligns with
the No. If you can't get the rotor lined up the distributor is installed wrong. Alternatively, you
can make any cap terminal the No. Once the balancer's sorted, mark the distributor housing in
line with the cap's No. On small-cap early Delco points distributors, depending on the year and
model, No. Rotate the housing as needed to achieve line-upâ€”counterclockwise for more
advance; clockwise to retard. If you run out of rotation room, remove and reinstall the
distributor. As the distributor shaft engages or disengages from the cam gear, the assembly
self-rotates. The rotor and shaft will "cam over" clockwise as it engages the gear but may still
not seat fully against the intake manifold due to oil pump driveshaft tang misalignment. Rollings
says to exert downward pressure on the housing while a partner slowly hand-rotates the engine
clockwise until the unit drops down fully into place. Spun balancer? On a factory-style balancer
where the outer inertia ring is insulated from the inner ring by a rubber strip, sometimes the
outer ring "walks" relative to the inner ring. One clue this is happening is if the timing keeps
wandering â€”it won't stay put where you set it at. On a points system, the timing will change
slowly over time as the points wear. If using factory balancers in a hot rod, an old-school trick is
painting a white or yellow vertical line down the side of the balancer aligned with the TDC mark
on the balancer edge. Crank the engine over and see if the line down the side wanders or won't
stay properly aligned with the timing pointer. Mismatched harmonic balancer and timing tab?
Small-block Chevy balancer timing mark locations and their corresponding timing tabs have
varied over the years. The timing tab and balancer must be a "matched" team. Some timing tabs
bolt to the timing cover; some are welded to the cover. A pointer intended for use with an

8-inch-od balancer won't have the timing marks correctly spaced for a smaller 6. In some cases,
this may call for a different timing cover if a welded tab is needed or not needed. Then there are
different balancer timing mark locations. The following three are the most common Chevy
harmonic damper timing mark locationsâ€”but there have been other, "oddball" balancer
locations over the years as well:. On a to small-block Chevy harmonic balancer, the timing mark
is just slightly offset from the crankshaft keyway. The balancer from Benson's original pickup
would have this offset, with a corresponding timing tab. Photo: Jeff Smith. Its timing mark is
about 10 degrees counterclockwise from the keyway. It might just be you have a later engine
and timing tab but reinstalled the stock and earlier balancer. At this point, you could either
remark the balancer for true TDC based on your existing timing tab or buy an aftermarket
adjustable timing tab and balancer degreeing tape. Jumped timing chain? If you have exhausted
all other possibilities, remove the harmonic balancer and front cover to check the timing chain.
The dots on the cam sprocket and cam sprocket must line up perfectly at No. If they don't, the
timing set is incorrectly installed or failing. Incorrect installation happens more often then we'd
like to admit with aftermarket multikey timing sets. However, on a stocker, likely the chain or
sprocket is just going away. Back in the day, many original GM passenger-car cam sprockets
had believe it or not a nylon-tooth cam sprocket. AutoZone Inc. TECH tech assistance ;
Cardone. Chicago, IL; Close Ad. Marlan Davis Author. This puts it about degrees off top-down
vertical when No. Most performance and racing aftermarket dampers also conform to this
pattern, as do most bolt-on nonadjustable timing tabs. Some carbureted engines and nearly all
GM cars and trucks from through The timing mark is at the 12 o'clock position, TDC
firingâ€”about 40 degrees before the keyway. There's usually a welded-on tab at about the 12
o'clock position on the timing cover. On a stocker, visually seeing the TDC mark requires
looking straight down through the water-pump area. Is engine getting fuel? Is voltage correct
under crank and run conditions? Are ignition points properly gapped? For first start-up, does
distributor rotor point to No. Has the outer ring spun on the harmonic balancer timing won't stay
steady? Are the harmonic balancer and timing tab a correctly matched pair? Is the timing chain
correctly installed and not slipping? Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Skip to main content
Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Alternator Adapter Plug. Alternator Bearing. Alternator Bracket.
Alternator Brush Assembly. Alternator Brush Set. Alternator Diode. Distributor Cap. Distributor
Cap and Rotor Kit. Distributor Felt Washer. Distributor Gasket. Distributor O-Ring. Distributor
Rotor. Distributor Vacuum Advance. Generator Commutator End Bearing. Generator Drive End
Bearing. Ignition Coil Mounting Bracket. Ignition Condenser. Ignition Conversion Kit. Ignition
Distributor. Ignition Points. Ignition Points and Condenser Kit. Ignition Timing Pointer. Spark
Plug. Spark Plug Non-Fouler. Spark Plug Wire Set. Starter Solenoid. Voltage Regulator. Voltage
Regulator Connector. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Climate Control. Cooling System. Drive Belts.
Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. AC Delco. Spectra Premium. Standard Motor Products. United
Automotive. WAI Global. Shop By Vehicle. Spectra Premium Ignition Coil. Click to Enlarge.
Standard Motor Products Ignition Coil. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. AC Delco
Ignition Coil. NGK Ignition Coil. Features: NGK's premium ignition coils are manufactured to the
highest durability and operational performance standards to meet OE fit, form and function.
Unlike many competitors, NGK coils include mounting hardware and necessary components
required for certain applications to ensure easy, worry free installation. MSD Ignition Coil. D; 0.
Accel Ignition Coil. United Automotive Ignition Coil. Features: United Motor Products premium
quality ignition coils are made of the highest quality premium materials to provide maximum
performance and longevity in the toughest conditions. Walker Ignition Coil. Features:
ThunderSpark Ignition Coils are precision made for superior performance and manufactured to
meet or exceed all original equipment specifications. Forecast Ignition Coil. Prenco Ignition
Coil. Catalog: B. Vehicle Engine Buick GS Vehicle Buick GS Catalog: C. Catalog: F. Catalog: T. It
should come as no surprise being one of the most popular options among modern rodders and
race enthusiasts to this day. Most of the original GM V-6 and V-8 models used an ignition coil
inside the distributor cap, making it a one-piece ready-to-run distributor. HEI ignition systems
are very dependable and offer great performance on a number of applications. The heart of any
ignition system is the coil, battery voltage is supplied on the positive side, while the negative
side is repeatedly pulsed to ground. When the negative lead is grounded, the primary
low-voltage circuit is completed and a magnetic field is generated by the coil windings. When
the circuit is opened, the magnetic field collapses and induces a high-voltage spark from the
secondary winding to the spark plug. On a factory HEI, the primary coil leads will either be white
and red, or yellow and red. The colors of the leads determine the direction the coil is wound,
which determines its polarity. Whenever you are replacing a coil or distributor, it's always a
good idea to be sure to the ground clip is transferred from the old cap to the new. Without
proper grounding, you can damage the coil. This will keep the timing steady without any flutter

that the vacuum advance can cause. Products to Compare max of 3 X. Videos All Videos. Great
Performance, Affordable Cost! Speedy Tip -If you are not using a vacuum advance, we
recommend using our lock plate, part number More Info. Related Articles. Learn about some of
the differences between factory plug wires and the improvements you'll receive with a quality
set of aftermarket performance wires. There are a lot of options out there when you're ready for
a replacement performance crate engine. But if you compare the competition to BluePrint
Engines, you'll find the value is hard to beat. Learn how to inst
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all spark plug wire ends. Our step by step guide takes you through terminal end and boot
installation with the use of a wire stripper tool. Want to upgrade the HEI your old motor came
with? Here is some advice! Looking for an easy performance upgrade to your ignition system?
MSD's line of Ignition Control Boxes offer extreme improvements to drivability and high rpm
applications. Here's a look at the differences between the 6 series line-up. Trying to decide
which power plant to use in your latest project? Here's a quick guide of modern V8 engines for
hot rodders to consider. Heath P. From driving tractors on their family farm to becoming a Ford
family, you are in for a good read. In this Tech Tip, one of our customers asks for a suggestion
on exhaust headers for his pickup. We can teach you some of the major differences between the
Ford and GM-style T5 Flathead transmission adapter kits. We'll also walk you through choosing
the correct parts in order to make this installation a breeze!

